
Next-level meetings, anywhere
Take connectivity to the next level with best-in-class voice, audio, video, and presentation experiences from
accessories certified for Microsoft Teams. Our accessories enable seamless collaboration and reliable meeting

experiences to help employees stay focused, stay connected, and be more productive wherever they work.

Better meetings and collaboration
Effortlessly advance slides, never be told “you’re on
mute,” turn any room into a conference room…every
accessory certified by Microsoft Teams has been tested
to rigorous standards to enable flexible, rich, and more
reliable ways to meet, present, and connect.

Certified by Microsoft Teams
Whether on the go, at home, or in the office,
accessories that are certified by Microsoft Teams help
your team work anywhere with confidence and tools
you can trust.



Next-level meetings, anywhere

Move beyond presenting

Present, participate, and engage in
meetings, in person or online, with
the push of a button. Advance slides, 
focus audience attention on key content, 
and quickly mute/unmute. Microsoft 
Presenter+ takes presentation to 
the next level.

Microsoft Presenter+

Add power to connectivity

Can one device redefine what it
means to connect? We think so.
Microsoft Audio Dock connects
external monitors, powers laptops,
and can fill a room with multidimensional
sound for music and meetings. 
All with a single plug.

Microsoft Audio Dock

Give voice to
your productivity

Empower your team with work
headphones that keep them
connected and productive with
immersive, high-quality Microsoft
Teams calls and distraction-free focus.

Surface Headphones 2+

Productivity is on the line

A wireless headset that makes calls
and productivity comfortable and
reliable, with great audio quality.
Noise-reducing mic cuts down on
background noise.

Microsoft Modern Wireless Headset

Say hello to a better
call experience

High-quality audio and voice, noise-
reducing microphone, and intuitive
call controls. Choose between a
USB-C® and USB-A connection.

Microsoft Modern USB Headset

Turn productivity
all the way up

High-quality audio for better Teams
meetings, and clear, reliable calls
with omnidirectional background
noise-reducing mic. Includes cable
storage and carrying case.

Microsoft Modern USB-C Speaker

Bring success into focus

Easy-to-mount system adds high-
quality video to your workspace.
Featuring HDR and True Look that
deliver facial retouch and auto light
adjustment.

Microsoft Modern Webcam
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